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About this book:
With an ironic wink “The Legend of Conner MacSheep” tells
the story of a sheep with a very human personality and his
flock in the Scottish Highlands. Despite a sinister omen that
overshadows his birth, he has a joyful childhood. As a teenager he proves himself at the annual Highland Sheep Games
and falls in love.
But then the much-feared prophecy fulfills itself...
The story takes the reader into the miraculous world of the
Scottish Highlands with its traditions, legends and adorable
animal and human inhabitants. It will appeal to teenagers
and adults who like it tense but also humorous.
Author/Illustrator
Elfi Schöniger, born in 1955, lives and works in the same
hilly Taunus region of Germany that inspired the Grimm
brothers to collect and record local folk and fairy tales. She
and her husband have an adult daughter.
Inspired by her family, surroundings and travels, Elfi wrote
her first children’s story in 1994. She personally creates the
illustrations in most of her books.
Translator
Andrew Catford is a native of Perth, Scotland, and attended
his first Royal Highland Gathering in Braemar at the age of
five. He is intimately familiar with the glens and mountains
of the Grampians.
Andrew now lives and works in Colorado, within easy reach
of the High Rockies, but also returns regularly to Scotland
and his beloved Grampian Mountains.
The Original “Die Legende von Conner MacSheep”
was published by Edition Schöne Bücher, 2009,
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Dear Reader,
The legend told in this book has its origins in my
imagination. The names of the Scottish towns
and scenes are real. But I have adapted them
geographically to the story, placed imaginary
buildings in them and populated them with
entirely fictitious humans and animals.
Nevertheless, every one of the places mentioned
rewards personal exploration. And you will find
the real inhabitants every bit as enjoyable as my
inventions.
Fàilté - Welcome to Scotland.
Yours,

Elfi Schöniger
PS: Somewhere I read that, according to ancient
lore, Scottish sheep are said to have the gift of
speech, because their bones were used in
prehistoric times to foretell the future and their
skin was used to make the bag for that
remarkable instrument, the Great Highland
Bagpipe. So ...
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hen the days of heroes, sagas
and legends were already far in the
past, when the mystical had been
ousted by reason and technology and mankind
slogged through the daily grind of work,
household chores, home and sleep, he was born.
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The Beginning
Dark gray clouds covered most of the
evening sky. Only here and there did a star
twinkle. It was cold, with no sign of spring. The
wind whistled through every cranny in the fold.
All of the sheep stood, huddled together, and
eyed the new member of the flock. Caitlin, the
new mother, licked and caressed her baby lamb.
Gently nuzzling him with her nose, she urged
him to stand up. The onlookers gave their
support with friendly bleats.
Finally he succeeded. He stood there with
legs spread. The cold made him shiver, but a
tiny flame of curiosity and zest for life already
flickered in his eyes. Raising his head, he
announced his presence in this world with a
resounding “baah.” Then he sought and found
his very own source of food and devoted himself
to it with abandon.
“Congratulations, Caitlin! What a cute little
lamb! And so strong!” came the loud praise from
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the onlookers. Unkind speculation about the
father was murmured less openly. Olivia, a
spinster sheep, dedicated herself to the
malicious gossip with special intensity.
“Did you see his wool? And how his eyes
glow?” she whispered to her sister. Ellie nodded
deliberately. She could not answer. Her mouth
was too full. More than anything, she loved to
eat.
Olivia assumed her I-KNOW-FOR-A-FACT
expression and prophesied: “That one’s definitely
going to cause a lot of trouble.” And continued,
with a pitying gaze, “Poooor Caitlin!”
Ellie nodded again and continued to chew
contentedly. Since no other sensible response
could be expected from her sister, Olivia turned
to Janet. “A lamb with green eyes and curls.
That’s completely unacceptable!”
Normally disregarded, Janet was visibly
pleased with the attention and, seeking
approval, added, “There’s a full moon tonight!”
Olivia immediately recognized this as a
further omen and predicted spitefully,
“Born by the light of a full moon
– trouble is sure to follow soon!”
Ellie dropped the hay from her mouth in
horror. “Are you saying this lamb isn’t a lamb?
What else could it be?”
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Sudden silence. All of the sheep stared at
her. Olivia drew up her skinny body under their
questioning gaze and brusquely said, “Everyone
knows that! Anything is possible when the moon
is full.” She lifted her head and looked around
challengingly.
“And just what might this anything be?”
asked Caitlin pugnaciously, with voice raised.
“I don’t want to talk about it,” Olivia replied
sharply, “But I know what I know,” she
concluded and turned away.
“Yes, and I know that you know absolutely
nothing,” Caitlin answered defiantly, but her
eyes filled with tears. “What a miserable goat,”
she thought. That old maid was simply jealous.
She turned to her lamb and lovingly licked his
small head.“Let them talk. I love both you and
your father. One day you’ll be just as strong and
brave as he is. Then they’ll look up to you and
the evil gossip will vanish into thin air,” Caitlin
whispered. For a moment she daydreamed, then
sighed a deep sigh. With shining eyes, she
looked on her little lamb and said solemnly, “You
shall bear his name. Conner! Conner MacSheep
of Clan MacSheep. A name you can be proud of.”
But Conner was not yet interested in fame
and glory. He was already asleep, fed and
content in the silvery light of the full moon. The
remainder of the flock had settled down long
before. In any case, most of them remained aloof
when there were quarrels. To get involved in
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something you would rather not know about was
simply stupid. That is why they were more than
ready to immediately forget what they had
heard.
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Conner’s Childhood
Conner only had four needs in the days and
weeks that followed: feeding, sleeping, frolicking
and finding answers. In other words: He
bombarded every sheep in the flock with
questions. They rang from morning until
evening: “Why does the sun only shine during
the day? Why does heather taste so bitter? Why
can’t sheep fly? Why does gorse make my nose
yellow? Can you sleep while standing? Where
does the wind come from? Why are there no
green sheep? Is it possible to ...?” While gazing
innocently at his victim.
He always listened attentively. Some
answers made his eyes sparkle, others called for
more questions. Many members of the flock
willingly gave detailed information, although
some were less generous.
Whichever way you look at it, everyone was
happy to see Conner, despite his enormous
curiosity. The initial whispering faded and it
would remain that way as long as nothing out of
the ordinary happened. Indeed, many a sheep
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left a tasty tuft of herbs standing for him.
Conner thrived splendidly.
One beautiful day in early summer, Adam
the shepherd set off with the flock to another
pasture. “We are going on vacation to Fairy
Glen,” sighed Ellie with delight and rolled her
eyes. Her mental movie theater promised lush
pastures, abundant space, peace and quiet.
“Yes, yes,” said Olivia. She plucked at a
gorse bush and rolled her head meaningfully.
“The thing is, it is really lonely there, especially
at night.”
Ellie hesitated. “But that is the very best
part. No shepherd, no dogs, spend the whole day
ea.., er..., hmm, doing whatever we want.”
“Eating! Just say it! It’s the one thing that
interests you.”
“Oh, come on, Olivia. What is making you so
gloomy?” Ellie asked sweetly.
“I can not tell you now,” Olivia said grandly.
“But the danger is not over. On the contrary. It
grows with each passing day – and it will strike
suddenly, when it is least expected. I, however,
can still remember his father and grandfather.
And I would not care to meet either of them by
the light of the moon. Even though you are all
infatuated with Conner, I am going to remain
alert.”
And to prove her thoroughness, she
immediately checked with a glance to her rear,
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where she presumed Conner would be. In doing
so, she unfortunately failed to see a rock in her
path and landed on her thinly padded bottom.
Ellie had seen it coming. As sorry as she felt for
the groaning Olivia, she giggled mischievously.
Olivia gave her an insulted look and trudged off.
Meanwhile, Conner could hardly contain his
curiosity. “What is the Fairy Glen like? Is it a
long walk? Is there a loch there? Are there lots of
sheep? Will we have a byre1 there or will we
sleep outdoors?”
“My goodness! So many questions! I’m afraid
you’ll have to wait until we arrive,” Caitlin
laughed. Conner frisked around boisterously,
bumping into several sheep.
“Oops, my lad. There is no need to go wild,”
Janet reprimanded him kindly.
“Sorry, Auntie Janet, but I’m so excited. I’ve
never been away from here before. Mummy
thinks I have to wait and see. But I can’t!”
Conner leaped around excitedly.
He’d said ‘Auntie Janet.’ A wave of joy swept
over the elderly ewe. Blushing, she began to
compose an educationally valuable answer, but
Conner had already disappeared into the crowd.
“Such a nice laddie,” she thought. “Olivia must
simply be wrong. But even if she is not? Surely
the old curses eventually lose their power.”
And off they set.
1

Byre (Scottish) = A shed for farm animals.
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Fairy Glen

The Fairy Glen was even more wonderful
than Conner had imagined during the journey.
Hills covered in deep green and purple were
interspersed with boulders piled on and
alongside each other and picturesque groves of
birch trees. But the most beautiful part was the
loch. The surface glistened mysteriously like a
mirror of bronze and ruins of a castle stood on a
promontory to the west. The most splendid
meadow of flowers Conner had ever seen
stretched as far as the eye could see. He was
overwhelmed.
Conner walked in unusual silence behind his
mother until evening. Only after they found a
place to sleep next to a boulder did Conner speak
again. “Have you been here before? Can you tell
me anything about the castle and the loch,
Mummy?” And added, with almost clairvoyant
assurance, “Did Daddy like it here, too?”
Caitlin nodded.
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“I met your father for the first time in this
glen.” She looked dreamily toward the loch. “We
had already been here for several days when he
suddenly appeared before me one evening. He
showed me Dun Eagle1 , the castle ruin, and told
me its history. We were inseparable in the days
and weeks that followed. We explored the area
and were very much in love. He was always
happy and friendly. But then he vanished just as
suddenly as he had popped up.” Caitlin’s voice
became hoarse. “Then the others said that there
was something not quite right about him. Some
even claimed that he was under a curse. And all
that merely because there was a full moon when
he disappeared. What superstitious nonsense.”
After a while, she added, “But even if it were
true, it doesn’t change the fact that I still love
him.”
They spent the following days exploring the
new pasture. Conner, especially, could not be
held back. He felt like a great explorer and often
did not return to the flock until darkness fell.
His mother worried, because she did not want to
recognize that, slowly but surely, Conner was
growing up. Her child was a teenager now. And
like every individual at this stage of
development, he was more difficult and stubborn
than before.
He certainly behaved strangely when Abbie
was nearby. Abbie was Holly and Ross’ youngest
daughter and only two weeks older than Conner.
1

Dun (Gaelic) = Castle
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Her eyes glowed like dark amber and her soft
fleece gleamed like liquid honey in the sunlight.
If she came near Conner, he suddenly
strutted instead of walking. He baahed and
bleated as loud as a steam locomotive while his
eyes flashed in challenge. Yet Abbie did not
appear to notice him. She simply looked straight
through him. If by chance she could not see
Conner, she twisted her neck until she caught
sight of him, only to immediately ignore him
once more. The other sheep grinned and were
reminded of their own youth.
So the weeks went by in blissful grazing and
sleeping. Conner’s flamboyant behavior became
more subdued and Abbie rewarded him more
frequently with friendly glances. Indeed, they
even undertook forays together to unknown
spots.
One day they discovered the entrance to a
small side valley where the flowers bloomed
even more luxuriantly than on their summer
pasture. Red, yellow and blue flowers competed
with various grasses for their attention.
“Just look, there are even flowers on the
trees here,” Abbie said in wonder.
Always looking for an opportunity to impress
Abbie, Conner dashed off to gather the “tree
flowers” for her. Standing on the very tips of his
hind hooves, he stretched up toward the
branches. The silver-colored bells gave off an
enchanting aroma. He reached for the cluster of
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flowers with pursed lips and plucked it. The
blossom nectar had barely moistened his tongue
when a wave of craving and pleasant longing
passed through him. He greedily gobbled down
his prize. He felt how a strange tingling and pull
spread from his belly to every nerve ending.
Seconds later, the sensation was gone. To his
amazement, he found that he had not saved a
single blossom for Abbie. He shook himself and
returned to her in confusion.
Abbie gazed into Conner’s eyes and was
spellbound. It was as if tiny sparks leaped out of
them. They seemed to shine from inside. He had
never looked at her in this way before. It was
really eerie. So why, at the same time, was there
such a pleasant tingling in the nape of her neck?
Later, neither of them knew how long they
had stood speechless, facing each other. Conner
was the first to break the silence. He took a deep
breath and nudged Abbie with his nose. “Come
on, let’s go back. But this valley remains our
secret. Promise?”
“Promise,” Abbie said.
They both trotted back to the flock in silence.
Something indefinable had changed between
them. Independently they attempted to
understand what could have set off this tingling
in the belly, because the sensation could not be
compared to anything they had experienced
before. It was a little like peering into the depths
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from the cliffs by the loch. Equal parts fear and
a pleasant shiver.
Jamie hopped toward them when they
reached the pasture. “Hurry up. Come with me!
There will be a big party tonight,” he chattered
excitedly, “and the Highland Sheep Games take
place again tomorrow. John McMullen has come
with his people from the Grampian Mountains
and Jack Cross and Cat Bluebell are here with
their great Highland bagpipes and Dongdong
has brought the bass drum.”
“Wow, fantastic,” Abbie cheered. “I’m allowed
take part in the dancing this year and I might
even win a prize. Mum told me that I’m really
very good. What do you think?”
She looked questioningly at Conner. But
Conner was bothered by other worries.
“Is Hamish with them?” he asked Jamie,
who was still bouncing around.
“Aye!”
“And? Is he taking part?” Conner was slowly
losing patience. “Great Sheep1! Jamie, don’t force
me to squeeze it out of you one word at a time!”
“Dad said that Hamish has become a real
fighter.” Jamie hemmed and hawed. “Although I
don’t understand why he now has so many parts
from other animals.”
“What do you mean by that?”
1

Great Sheep! = Oath, roughly equivalent to 'my goodness!'
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“Dad said: ‘Just look at this guy. A head like
an ox, and with that bull neck, he can cushion
any header,’ Jamie quoted. Abbie and Conner
almost burst with laughter.
“But Jamie, those are only comparisons. It
simply means that he is very strong and can
withstand a lot. Hamish is as much a sheep as
ever,” Abbie told him.
Jamie scraped awkwardly with his hooves.
“But when you see him, you’ll understand,” he
whined and hurried away from them.
“Poor Jamie,” said Abbie.
“Nonsense! He has to put up with it or he’ll
never learn,” Conner said. “But if Hamish
actually has become so strong ... “
“You don’t necessarily have to go up against
him. In any case, he fights in another age
group,” Abbie said, trying logic.
Suddenly, Conner was furious. “That has
nothing to do with it! He is mean and I’m going
to show him that he’s a nobody.” Louder than
necessary, he continued. “Girls just don’t have a
clue!” With a red face, he stomped off, leaving a
stunned Abbie behind.
In the evening, all the sheep gathered
around the campfire and celebrated their
reunion. When Nathan MacAngus, the old clan
chieftain, got up after some time, the talkative
gathering fell silent. He cleared his throat and,
for a moment, enjoyed the rapt attention. He
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then spoke in a clear, deep voice. “Once again I
am delighted to be able to welcome a friendly
flock to our Highland Sheep Games this year.
‘Mile fàilte!’1 to our friends – and tomorrow’s
opponents – from the Grampian Mountains.”
–Restrained applause.–
“And even more sincere thanks for their
contribution to our joint party tomorrow
evening: a keg of Grandsheep’s Best whisky.”
–Tumultuous applause.–
With a friendly nod in the direction of the
guests, Nathan continued. “Tomorrow’s heavy
events2 for the rams are the jump for height3,
jump for distance4 and press-o’-war5. The hill
race, music and dance contests and the
ever-popular pattern nibbling6 are open to
everyone. This evening, every contestant is
granted an extra serving of salt and mineral
lick. The Highland Sheep Games begin early
tomorrow with a muster of registered
participants directed by Ellie and Olivia, who
1

Mile fàilte! (Gaelic) = A thousend welcomes!
Heavy events = Highland games contests, often for
professional contestants.
3 Jump for height = High jump; in this case a special event
for rams, explanation at the "venue".
4 Jump for distance = Long jump; in this case a special event
for rams, explanation at the "venue".
5 Press-o'-war = Head butting; in this case a special event for
rams, explanation at the "venue".
6 Pattern nibbling = Very special event for ewes, explanation
at the "venue".

2
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will also show you the venues for your events.
And now, I wish everyone a good night.”
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